A Poisson model for entanglement optimization in quantum repeater networks is defined in this paper. The optimization framework fuses the fundamental concepts of quantum Shannon theory with the theory of evolutionary algorithms and seismic wave propagations in nature. The optimization model aims to maximize the entanglement fidelity and relative entropy of entanglement for all entangled connections of the quantum network. The cost functions are subject of a minimization defined to cover and integrate the physical attributes of entanglement transmission, purification, and storage of entanglement in quantum memories. The method can be implemented with low complexity that allows a straightforward application in future quantum Internet and quantum networking scenarios. Keywords: quantum networks; quantum repeater; quantum entanglement; quantum Internet; quantum Shannon theory.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement serves as a fundamental concept of long-distance quantum networks, quantum Internet, and future quantum communications [1] [2] , [3] [4] , [7] , . Given that the no-cloning theorem makes it impossible to use the well-known "copy-and-resend" mechanisms of traditional repeaters [1, 7] quantum repeaters should be set in a quantum networking scenario [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The main task is to distribute quantum entanglement between distant points that will then serve as a fundamental base resource for quantum teleportation and other quantum protocols [1] . Since in an experimental scenario [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] the quantum links between nodes are noisy and entanglement fidelity decreases as hop distance increases, entanglement purification is applied to improve the entanglement fidelity between nodes [1] , [3] [4] [5] [6] . Quantum nodes also perform internal quantum error correction that is a requirement for reliability and storage in quantum memories [1] , [5] [6] , [8] . Both entanglement purification and quantum error correction steps in local nodes are high-cost tasks that require significant minimization [1] , [3] [4] [5] [6] , [15] [16] , [19] [20] [21] .
The shared entangled connections between nodes form entangled links. Significant attributes of these entangled links are entanglement fidelity and correlation in terms of relative entropy (relative entropy of entanglement). Entanglement fidelity is a crucial parameter. It serves as the primary objective function in our model, which is a subject of maximization. Maximizing the relative entropy of entanglement is the secondary objective function. Minimizing the cost of classical communications, which is required by the entanglement optimization method as an auxiliary objective function, is also considered. Besides these attributes, the entangled links are characterized by the entanglement throughput that identifies the number of transmittable entangled systems per sec at a particular fidelity. In our model, the nodes are associated with an incoming entanglement throughput [1] that serves as an input resource for the nodes to maximize the entanglement fidelity and the relative entropy of entanglement. The amount of input entangled systems in a node is therefore connected to the achievable maximal entanglement fidelity and correlation in the entangled states associated with that node. The objective of the proposed model is to reveal this connection and to define a framework for entanglement optimization in the quantum nodes of an arbitrary quantum network. The required input information for the optimization without loss of generality are the number of nodes, the number of fidelity types of the received entangled states, and the node characteristics. In a realistic setting, these cover the incoming entanglement throughput in a node and the costs of internal entanglement purification steps, internal quantum error corrections, and quantum memory usage.
Inspired by the statistical distribution of seismic events and the modeling of wave propagations in nature, the model utilizes a Poisson distribution framework to find optimal solutions in the objective space. In the theory of earthquake analysis and spatial connection theory [11] [12] [13] [14] , Poisson distributions are crucial in finding new epicenters. Motivated by these findings, a Poisson model is proposed to find new solutions in the objective space that is defined by the multiobjective optimization problem. The solutions in the objective space are represented by epicenters with several locations around them that also represent solutions in the feasible space [9-10].
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem statement is as follows. For a given quantum network with N nodes, for all nodes i x , 1, , i N =  , the entanglement fidelity and relative entropy of entanglement for all entangled connections are maximized, and the cost of optimal purification and quantum error correction and the cost of memory usage for all nodes are minimized. The network model is as follows: Let ( ) F B x be the incoming number of received entangled states (incoming entanglement throughput) in a given quantum node x , measured in the number of d -dimensional entangled states per sec at a particular entanglement fidelity F [1] , [3] [4] . Let N be the number of nodes in the network, and let T be the number of fidelity types j F , Thus, the task is to determine this value for all nodes in the quantum network to maximize the fidelity and relative entropy of shared entanglement for all entangled connections.
The matrix describes the number of entangled states of each fidelity type for all nodes in the network,
all i and j .
Objective Functions
For a given node i
be the primary objective function that identifies the cumulative entanglement fidelity (a sum of entanglement fidelities in i x ) after an entanglement purification ( )
and an optimal quantum error correction ( )
where ( )
be the secondary objective function that refers to the expected amount of cumulative relative entropy of entanglement (a sum of relative entropy of entanglement) in node i x , defined as
where ijk A * , ij R * , and i c * are some regression coefficients, by definition.
Therefore, the aim is to find the values of ( ) 
where j h and j k are coefficients that describe the storage characteristic of entangled states with the th j fidelity type.
Cost Functions
The cumulative entanglement fidelity (2) and cumulative relative entropy of entanglement (4) in a particular node i x are associated with a ( ) ( )
Then let ( ) X  be the total cost function for all of the T fidelity types and for all of the N nodes, as follows:
where j f is a total cost of purification and error correction associated with the th j fidelity type of entangled states. 
and ( ) * : min
For the quantum systems of low  , the highest fidelity is below the critical amount * F , and for set high  , the lowest fidelity is at least * F . Then let low X  and high X  identify the set of nodes for which condition (7) or (8) 
where l is a constant, i a is a quality coefficient that identifies set (7) or (8) for a given node i x , and i ¡ is the capacity coefficient of the quantum memory. The main components of the network model are depicted in Fig. 1 . whereas node j x belongs to set high X  (depicted by dashed frames).
Multiobjective Optimization
The optimization problem is as follows: the entanglement fidelity and the relative entropy of entanglement for all types of fidelity of stored entanglement for all nodes are maximized, while the cost of entanglement purification and quantum error correction is minimal, and the memory usage cost (required storage time) is also minimal. These requirements define a multiobjective optimization problem [9] [10] . Utilizing functions (2) and (4), the function subject of a maximization to yield maximal entanglement fidelity and maximal relative entropy of entanglement in all nodes of the network is defined via main objective function ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and 
with the problem constraints [9-10] 1 C , 2 C , and 3 C for all i and j . Constraint 1 C is defined as ( )
where g is a cumulative lower bound on the required entanglement fidelity for all nodes, while ( )
and constraint 2 C is
where L is an upper bound on the total cost function ( )
For constraint 3 C , let ( ) j t X be a differentiation of storage characteristic of entangled states from the th j fidelity type:
Then, 3 C is defined as ( )
where P is an upper bound on the storage characteristic of entangled states from the th j fidelity type, while n is evaluated via (17) 
DISCUSSION
Let low X  be a set of nodes for which condition (7) holds for the fidelity of the received entangled states in the nodes, and let high X  be a set of nodes for which condition (8) Similarly, for the low X  -type nodes, function (10) is as follows:
From (21) and (22) 
where i A refers to the number of received entangled systems in an th i node, while ( ) ( ) ( )
The fidelity types of the available resource states in the nodes should be further divided into T classes. The final function is then evaluated as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where ( ) ( ) ( ) 
such that [9] [10] ( ) ( , g is given by the constraint of (13), while P is given by the constraint of (19)
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed optimization framework fuses the fundamental concepts of quantum Shannon theory with the theory of evolutionary algorithms and seismic wave propagations. Two objective functions are defined, with primary focus on the entanglement fidelity and secondary focus on the relative entropy of entanglement. As an additional objective function, the minimization of classical communications required by the entanglement optimization procedure is considered. The cost functions are defined to cover the physical attributes of entanglement transmission, purification, and storage in quantum memories. This method can be implemented with low complexity that allows a straightforward application in future quantum Internet and quantum networking scenarios.
